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Introductton.-

The status of school activities depends, in part, on

whether they are regarded as belonging to the curriculum of

the school. It is interesting that there is no word to

designate school events, regardless of educational merit,

except in terms of the curriculum. Dances, assemblies,

athletic contests, plays and concerts are labelled in

hyphenated fashion as non-, extra- or co-curricular

activities. Justification and support for an activity may

depend upon the perception that it is a legitimate component

of curriculum. For this reason, it is important to be clear

about what curriculum is.

There are extreme positions as to what constitutes

curriculum. The Ontario Ministry of Education defines

curriculum as mall experiences .... for which the school is

responsible° (Ontario, 1980., Such a sweepingly inclusive

definition would -appear to solve the Justification problem.

But it is so grandiose as to be unwieldy both for practical

implementation and for research. Furthermore, it includes

Situations which might clearly belong to the domain of

recreation, or social life, to cite two examples which are

distinctly different from education. Others (Wilson, 19771

Daniel and Coombs, 1982) provide more practical definitions

based on argument and common usage. A restricted definition

is clearer, easier to work with, but raises questions about

the value and legitimacy of some activitiet which

participants take seriously. Neivher author claims

perfection for their ideas. Indeed, Wilson invites tests of
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his definition by the consideration of Specific cases (1).67).

Therefore, in thit paper I propose to probe the

boundariet of curriculum by taking two potentially marginal

cases as tests of the defining criteria set out in the papers

previously cited. The mnst rigorous set of Attributit in the

literature have been chosen in order to provide the greatest

challenge and trial of the value of the activities bring

considered. In the process, it will be necessary to considor

how education is related to curPiculum, because for many

writers, the bmo are tightly linked And as curriculum goes,

so goes education.

The most important criteria developed by synthesis from

Wilson and from Daniels And Coombs are:

I. Intent must be present, both on the part of the

teacher and of the learner.

The thrust of this criterion it to demand that teachers

be deliberate about what they are trying to accomplish and

that participants alto be willing and knowing in terms of

what IS to be learned. Coinc!dental learning may happen

along the way, but the point of curriculum is to °call the

shots° in advance.

2. Sustained, eitoli& or axtended application.

It is agreed that curriculum must provide for an

extended time interval of work. A brief, one=shOt experience

or lesson does not qualifY. This criterion is largely a
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matter of time tpent, but it is closely related to the

critiirion of seriousness (number five in this li3t) because

if we are serious about a particular enterprite then we are

willing to devote considerable time to it at regular or

xtended intervals.

3. Directed toward producing learning.

The aim of curriculum is learning of the kind that

results in education. Unfortunately, education is coming to

have the same unmanageably broad range meaninus as does

curriculum. Yet there are distinct efforts in the literature

to restrict the meaning and thit it the direttion in which we

will go. Nyberg and Egan (1981) argue for the need to

dittinguith important socializing functions from education.

In doing so they refer to both the socializing 'curriculum'

and the educating curriculuma. The former dittinction is

helpful in trying to assess the ttatut of Out=of school

activitiet, but the broad use of the term curriculum is not.

In their struggle to distinguish socialization from

education, Nyberg and Egan find it easy to give positive

accounts of socialization, but much more difficult to do for

education. More often, education has to be characterized

negativelY as not this or 'not that'. Or perhaps as

'beyOnd this or that'. However in two places, very

interesting ideas emerge which root education and the

curriculum into the culture. A cultural basis for education

makes a lot of tense in respect to Peters' idea of education

as initiation, and provides for a rich diversity of
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educational goals, Just as there is a rich diversity of

cultural variants.

"... the purpose of education is ultimately to develop a
sense of the pleasures of appreciating and taking part in
one's culture.° (Nyberg and Egan, p.1)

. it (education] refire' to a range of cultural
attainments that do not terve any particular social ends
while enriching in some wak the life of the person who
acquires them". (NYberg and Egan, p.3)

Wilson (1977) takes a broad view of education. For hie),

serious and sustained learning that leads tO tOlitireht and

comprehensive knowledge and Uhditttiriding can count. For

Peters (1963, 1967)0 idUtition is determined by the process

Of being initiated into a moral or worthwhile form of

thought, "from the inside; and the term marks out a set -4

criteria very like those being listed here for curriculum.

Indeed, many of the claims made to characterize the

learning that leads to education are the same as those used

to characterize curriculum. This makes sense when one

understands that curriculum is one of the key instruments for

achieving education. The point of this criterion for

curriculum, then, is to require that the kind of learning

which ensuevl be the kind that leads to education as

characterized above.

4. Ordered, or at leatt partially ordered content.

All of the authors cited give this criterion. The stuff

of curriculum (and of education) must have structure such

that in the learning of it some things precede others. There

might be a hierarchy, or some other form of sequence. But

6
"'s1.--,4-7
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the organized quality of the content and the processes is

clearly a necessary condition.

5. Taken seriously, as by being socially authorized in

an institutional setting.

Curriculum must be taken seriously by the participants.

As mentioned, the seriousness of a case could be revwaled by

the amount of time, or the pride of place devoted to it.

Similarly, the establishment of socially approved

institutions, such as schools, indicates the general level of

seriousness attributed to educative activitiii.' When a

school staff or a Board of Education decide to devote time,

energy and budget to a particular nterpris, it may be

inferred that the enterprise is taken seriously.

6; Curriculum is distinct from the methods and

motivational climate used for instruction.

It seems desirable not to confuse tho content Of

learning as deliberately planned and sequenced in the

curriculum with the methods of delivery chosen by the teacher

and with the motivational climate created in the particular

social setting; Valuable learning may be 'picked up frOM

the enthusiasm, the drill techniques orb the blackboard work

of a teacheri to list examples, but the essential feature of

curriculum is to be neUtral with respect to these variables.
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Probina the Boundaries of Curricul-um_;_

Out-of-school activities provide useful tetta of the

criteria; Or, it might be preferable to claim that the

criteria provide a useful test of the value in education of

the activies. In any case., events that take teachers and

pupils beyond reach of the school and its routine delivery of

time and space for specifically educative work are suspect of

going beyond the criteria of curriculuin. There are trivial

instances in which thia Is obviously the case. For example,

a class trip to a shopping centre for free time as a reward

at the end of term could not meet the criteria. Nor could a

school-sponsored trip to I theatre in whith the play was not

part of the ongoing work of the school.

For our purposes two substantial activities provide the

test cases. One case to be tried against the criteria it t

whitewatar canoe expedition. Information about the canoe

trip planning, training and operation was gathered over a

number of trips using techniques of participant observation

ana interviewing of both students,.teachers and parents.

erjaij_isiLL this set of activities is not part of the

curriculum. It is treated as non-curriculum by the school,

the de4inition of it's directing Ministry notwithstanding.

No credit is granted for the learning done. All funds are

raised outside of the school budget by teacher and student

work; There is sufficient staff sappOrt that some school

time may be devoted tO the attiOltiel but not to the extent

04 ataff release tim*. Yet it will be shown that on all of

the criteria, the activity may be construed ea curriculum.
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The second case is an attiOitY Whith I want to label

neUtrally as "the triple expedition", also at the secondary

level. Information was obtained from prograin literature, the

teacher and assistant staff. Thit 006004A IS run entirely

outside the school (except 460 critical organizational

meetings at noon-hours) in three separate ten-day mobile

expeditions to each of a boreal forest region, a sub-arctic

area and a mountain setting. The outingt occur in early

September, mid-October and mithiMiy. Prima facie. largely on

content grounds, this set of activities looks like a proper

part of the curriculum domain. The school treat* it as such,

grants credit and validates the program As A course. It will

be shown to have about the siiMe degree Of congruence with the

criteria as does the canoe trip case

Table I shows a summary of the two activities against

the criteria of curriculum. Each entry requires some

explanation and Justification.
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Table 1. Comparison of bmo okit-of-school activities

With the Criteria for a curriculum.

CRITERION TRIPLE WHITEWATER

EXPEDITION CANOE TRIP

INTENT +

SUSTAINED'

LEARNING

ORDERED

SERIOUS

NEUTRALITY PARTLY PARTLY

In both sets of activities there is a clear bOdY Of

intent to educate and be edUcated. TetChart and StUdents are

fully infOrmed as to what they toe getting into and there is

matiked degree of enthusiasm which is not compatitils with

allowing things to happen by accident. The deliberatonota Of

the activities is mphasized by the degree Of planning and

preparation required by both teachers and StUderits. Indeed,

the work Of preparation for the diit-of-school activities

COnstitutes an important part of the activity and reinforces

the commitment and awareness of all the participants. On

this criterioni thoni bath activitiet gOtlifY it curriculum.

10
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The triple expedition is pulsed in three section(' 64er

the school year. There is a period Of regUlir noon-hour

meetings to promote the work of preparation. A total of

thittY daY4 is spent on the expeditions proper; This seem*

to qualify as sustained, if irregular, activity. Oh a

quantitatively reduced scale, the WhiteWater Canoe trip is

similar. Preliminary meetings are held to provide teaching

in the proposed route, prerequisite skills, and travel group

selection. Ten practice sessions are hold on the water prior

to a two-day shakedown trip which give(' teaching And drill In

white water. The planning and preparation.interval extends

over roughly four month* prior to the expedition itself. In

this latter case, the preparative phase includes fund-raiting

by the participants as no school support it available. Both

activities could not be regarded At brief, temporary items

lacking the seriousness compatible with devoting large

amount, of time and effort to them. It also means that there

if' time available for all participants to think AbOUt what ii

transpiring.

In assessing whether the'', ittivities promote learning

Of the kind that would be called "education', it is important

tei recall that* in our present framework, the prosoncto Of

education is to be Judged as leading tO knOWledge and

understanding that will inform other, ntkiel titOttions, and

will be related in %OM* way to extending one's appreciation

and partitipation in ones culture. Further, there should be

WM, reasonable independence or autonomy in the Way the

knowledgo and understanding is held. Tha 000Orts of
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participants indicate that these conditions are fulfilled.

Wilderness travel and appreciation is clearly A part of the

Canadian cultural heritage. Convertationi with participants

reveal that they experience a kind of initiation into that

particular cultural milieu. They come to see it °from the

intide, to use Peters' term, and to respond to itt

discipline. Thtir increasing independence and responsibility

for themselves is a strong theme in student accounts of their

experiencet. And there is strong evidence that the

eXpedition experience, more than any other school activity,

takes the students into that most dangerout And critical

aspect of education, knowledge of one's self. The learning

during wilderness travel Clearly initiates students into a

hOW WaY Of life, as described by White (1973).

It is tempting to paraphrase Nyberg and Egth in respect

of the criterion of learning. TheY weot. (pi wi in

distinguishing educational from socializational goals, that

"learning to read with refined critical discrimination and tO

Write with style cannot be Justified Oh teitoolt Of direct

social utility or relevance, bUt the*, Skill' may be

Justified on ground* of edUcatiOnal value.° In the canoe

trip Case, the paraphrise is, °learning to read rapids with

refined critical Judgement and to shoot them with Style and

grace cannot be Justified on ground* Of dieoct Social utility

or relevance, but these Skills may be Juitified on grounds of

educational value."

BOth sets of activities have a strongly sequential

nature. There are rudimentary Skillt and knowledge which
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must be possessed by students before they can proceed VOtie

fari There are inescapable and immediate consequences which

follow failure in those rudimentsi Further' as knowledge and

insight increase, there are new and more advanced things to

be Matter-4db This phenomenon is especially noticeable ih the

whitewater canoe expedition amongst students who partitipite

for the second and third time. The ittiOityi which on the

sur-face appears to be the same' provides an entirely new'

more profound set of learning' due in part to the readiness

64 the students to undertake more advanced tatkt0 thd tts

participate with greater deliberation' awareness and thoughti

The tWO attivities are taken seriously by the

participants. It is a question as to how seriously theY are

taken by the responsible authorities. That question is at

the heart of the problem of Justification' In the case of

the whitiwater eXpedition, more than a third of the teaching

and adMinistrative staff have been involved over the years.

There is a strong body of parental and community support and

the school does mak, it possible for a very small amount of

student releate time* All costs are paid by the participants

60 bie fund-raising events; no public money supports the

canoe tripi The activity is embedded ih the schOtol, bdt htit

in the curriculum' and to that **tent the seriousness of the

activity is in questicn.

The triOle eXpedition has the same degree of general

support' although only one staff member is fully invOlVed.

3ut in this case, the Board of Education has recognized the

activitY at CUOF.idulum and provides the same budget as for
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any other course. Similarly, t;it activitY carries academic

credit for the Studentt who ire successful and teaching load

credit for the teacher. In these respects, it is not

surprising that the triple expedition is given A title that

ties it to a school subject and it identified thereby, not as

I have portrayed it here at An out-of-school activity, but as

a regular subject, EnvironMental Biology. In this case, a

rose by any other name is taken more seriously.

Finally, it is not clear that either ActivitY

neutral with respect to mathodt ai the sixth criterion

demands. The IttiOiti44 are not content with 'know about'

but also demand 'know how, why, and when'. Thia means that

methods are constrained to those that provide direct

experience with the contont Of Wilderness travel and

exploration of different environm(nts. Lectures, guest

speakers, demonstrations and movies, for example, while

useful in the preparative phase, would not be

methodologically sufficient tO Meet the intentions of the

participants. SiMilarlY, the requirements of safety

constrain the choice of methods to be used. On the other

hand, the activities provide a large dogroo of latitude for

variations in methods within thole givens. The Main line of

the activitieS, While r4illuieitio direct and safe experience,

is neutral with respect to the parti,:ular pattern of teaching

and motivation to be used.

14
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Conclusion

I have tried to show how two particular out-of School

activities compare with the criteria of A curriculum derived

from the literature. The overall find!ng is that, despite

the differing status of thr two, they both appear to meet the

criteria. Now, one problem is to understand why two

activities of equivalent value should hive different Status.

A second problem is to try to understand what the legitimate

bOUnderiel of curriculum are and to adjust accordingly.

As a hypothesis, I would like to suggest that a clue to

the first problem may be found ih the fatt that the triple

expedition hat t title that puts the activity into the realm

Of a Seheibl subject. It may be possible that there is a

tacit criterion for curriculum at work, one which the

literature has not explicitly stated, to the effett that

curriculum it the dOmain of the academic dliCiplines, the

tehOtil SUbjectsi This hypothesis is hinted at, but not

developed by White (1982, pv 10, 20) As there is a

recognized subject called BiOlogy which require-I hO fUrther

justifitatiOn0 then out-of-sth661 activities which can bear

Sikh i label become legitimized. On the other hand there is

no recognized school subject called whitewater Canoeing, Or

wilderness travel, or independence and self=khOWledge$ and if

my suggestiOn that there is a tacit triterlein it work is

trUe0 theh activities without an academic discipline focus,

however valuable and however true to the overt criteria,

cannot be legitimized as curriculum.

One of the Mailer points of this probe Is to attempt to

1.5
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expose covert criteria like thit one and to work toward

greater precision and clarity in determining what the propr

boundities of curriculum are. The reason that it matters,

aside from the needs of professional curriculum workers, ii

that the application of the curriculum label implies strong

judgement about the value of the content for educating

people. Mit-labelling leads to mis-educating. A part of

thit problem seems to be the fairly rcnt dominance and

centrality of the concept of curriculum. The dominance has

allowed the incortett nOtiOn that the only learning that

'mattett, And Wit, tho only education of merit, comes through

curriculum, understood under the hypothesis to be the SChoOl

subjects. Contributing to the problem is the fatt that

ther is no term in ducatiOn td designate the valuable

arenas of letorning that do nOt fall within the subjects. It

it hatd td believe that something which is non-curriculum

(logically, the totality of the ntities xcluded from the

definition) can be educationally significant. This may help

to explain the &Sire on the part of practitioners to xpand

to expand the definition of curriculum to include all

activits having school sponsorship.

Activities having the Atttibutea ascribed to education,

but Outtide the 04tOgnited subject boundaries' either belong

in the tiattleillum domain, or they do not. If it strains th

concept of curriculum too much to include them, then another

conceptualization it needed tO teflott the valuable impact

that these sorts of things have on the participants.

"SOCialization", at least in the terms used by Nybrg and

16
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Egan is not satisfactory because the learning involved does

not specifically fit the learner to take a place in society.

And the current practice of lumping all such school

activities together into an amorphous set defined negatively

aS non-curriculum fails to do them Justice. The notion of

curriculum needs to look beyond the subjects and the

disciplines far enough to include thote ectiviti44 which can

be shoWn to be educative. Or failing that, we need a new

positive term to include the content of ducating activities

transcending the subjects and the school boundaries which

otherwise meet rigorous criteria of education.
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